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Abstract

This study examines the applicability of ISO 9000, a worldwide quality

standard, to the quality assurance procedures being bL~lt into a new Foreign

Military Sales (FMS) program. This new program, the Worldwide Warehouse, is

an Air Force Security Assistance Center (AFSAC) attempt to assist FMS

customers in reducing excess materiel inventories. Areas of investigation

include ISO 9000's international acceptance, its ability to ensure quality

products, and a case study of SHARE, a NATO initiative which employs ISO

9000 in quality assurance and is dramatically similar to the Worldwide

Wa; thcu,'ase. The reseArchers conduct an explo,'atorv study using a literature

review and personal interviews with individuals possessing special insight in the

subject areas. It is concluded that achieving ISO 9000 certification is very

difficult, maybe evsn impossible for some Worldwide Warehouse customers.

This difficulty often results in years of effort. Going further, the fact that the

benefits to be g9,'ned by the Worldwide Warehouse are minimal even if

suc.%essful implementation were achieved, leads to the conclusion that the value

added does nnt justi•, ISO 9000 as the standard for Worldwide Warehouse

quality assurance.



AN ANALYSIS OF ISO 9000'S APPLICABILITY

TO WORLDWIDE WAREHOUSE QUALITY ASSURANCE

I. Introduction

General Issue

For years, the United States has been a world sales leader in the military

assets areina. Indicative of the success of these sales, countries in every region

of the world continue to exhibit preferernces for American equipment. Along with

the SLccess that comes from selling these assets, however, American planners

have recently not6d a growing problem among customers: excessive spare

part.. invantnne... Creatae by fatorsu•c•h as ove ^,rfrrecastnn vAnd

obsolescence, such inventories have become a major dilemma to American

allies. In addition to taking up costly warehouse space, these excesses tie up

billions of dollars in unusable assets, depriving customers of cash better spent in

other areas.

To combat this excess inventory probýem, the Air Force Security Assistance

Center (AFSAC) recently proposed a new program known as the Worldwide

Warehouse. The idea behind the program is a simple one. By cataloguing the

excesses of its customers into a centralized database, the Worldwide

Warehouse will act as a broker between those governments hoping to sell their

excesses and trose having a need for the same items.



Such a program is likely to be quite popular among selling governments.

Participating nations, after all, will rnot only receive exposure to a potentially vast

marketplace, but also the advantages of simplification and increased speed over

current procedures for selling excess inventories. Th:s will a•1,w them to more

easily recover much of their investment from assets now irndefiniteiy banished to

the warehouse.

Ironically, however, the program's popularity may also provoke some

concerns among buyers. Each country, to a large extent, has its own

procedures for storing and maintaining its materiel. Owing to this non-

standardization, parts considered serviceable in one country may be considered

I b•b,• i i n . ; a r. I*- +In^ I-mrnlr4 ,ll ri m rin £v•rIf rII,•fl iirfi

suppliers, then, ensuring high quality parts to end users will likely prove to be a

difficult task.

One way AFSAC has proposed tackling this quasar issue is through the

implementation of a rapidly growing process certification standard called ISO

9000. In theory, once a nation's storage and repair agencies become process

certified they can be relied upon to generate parts of unquestioned quality.

Since the alternative to certifying the Air Force repair depots of selling

governments is a costly inspection process, AFSAC and subscribing

governments potentially have much to gain from the ISO 9000 approach.

Indeed, if supplier certification can guarantee quality at the source. receiving

inspections might be eliminated altoge-mer.
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Because ISO 9000 was designed for use in the business world, however,

questions remain about its suitability for. oreign Military Sales (FMS) purposes.

Unlike the long-term buyer-seller relationships common in the business world,

for example, many nations may only infrequently use the Worldwide Warehouse,

perhaps rendering certification economically undesirable. In addition, ISO 9000

is plagued with a variety of standardization difficulties, ranging from a lack of

standard interpretation and accreditation procedures to problems with mutual

recognition for accreditors. Finally, doubts remain about whether or not ISO

9000 can even stand alone as ensuring quality in and of itself.

Scome

ThiU -II.L11G; ex~pUlore t L5h csurrn I noIil P d IJVI e aiu reeac of VIS-1 an.d 7 u, l

assesses its applicability to the Worldwide Warehouse. To assist In this

assessment, a close look will be made of a comparable program, the Stock

Holding and Asset Requirements Exchange (SHARE). Although it is actually a

program of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), SHARE has

remarkably similar objectives and quality concerns when compared to the

Worldwide Warehouse.

Since the Worldwide Warehouse is still in its infancy, its policies are still

evolving. Theefore. all descriptions of how this program will work are based on

the projections of AFSAC as of January 1994. Although the mechanics of this

program are rapidly changing, this should not impact the quality control issues

being investigated in this thesis.
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Problem Statement

Since the quality isoues discussed above must be addressed if the

Worldwide Warehouse program is to become viable, it is crucial that the doubts

about ISO 9000 be resolved. Therefore, ihe specific problem adaressed by this

thesis is to find the applicability of ISO 9000 to the quality assurance procedures

of the Worldwide Warehouse.

Research Obiectives

To accomplish this task, this thesis pursues three different objectives: (1)

assess the ramifications of placir !SO 9000 at the core of a quality program; (2)

investigate whether ISO 9000 1 be implemented to ensure high quality

products flowing through tne Worldwide Warehouse; and (3) conduct a case

study of the procedures SHARE employs in its implementation of ISO 9000.

Research Questlons

In consideration of the three previously mentioned "-)ctives, a total of six

different research questions have been identified. Pairea with the numeral of

their associated research objective, these questions are:

1 a. Is ISO 9000 interpreted identically by all agencies worldwide?

1 b. Are ISO 9000 accreditation procedures stand irdized?

1c. Do all nation-, recognize the certifications ot accrediting agencies outside

their borders?

2a. Can ISO certification ensure quality in and of itself?

4!



3a. Does SHARE sufficiently resemble the Worldwide Warehouse such that

useful comparisons might be made?

3b. How is ISO 9000 employed in SHARE's current quality assurance

procedures?

Definition of Terms

A glossary ot terms used in this thesis may be found in Appendix A. Unless

otherwise noted, all definitions were taken from the FMS Glossary of Terms

prepared by AFSAC's policy branch, XMXB.

Overview of Thesis

This first chapter introduced AFSAC's general concerns regarding quality for

its Worldwide Warehouse program as it might be applied by ISO 9000. A

specific problem statement, research questions, scope of the research, and

definition of terms were also addressed.

The remainder of this thesis consists of a review of literature in Chapter Two,

a methodology explanation and description in Chapter Three, a report on our

research findings in Chapter Four, and an analysis of those findings with our

conclusions and recommendations in Chapter Five.

!id
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II. Literature Review

Chapter Overview

This chapter presents information obtained through a search for current

knowledge pertaining to FMS excess inventory nuild-up, AFSAC's Worldwide

Warehouse, supplier certification, ISO 9000, and NATO's SHARE program.

This information lays the foundation necessary for discoverng the answers to

the questions posed in the previous chapter.

FM$ Excess Inventory Accumulation

During the past fifty years, the United States has become a major world

player in arms exports. In recent years America's volume of arms sales

worldwide has been unmatched by any other nation (Cole and Lubman,

1994:A1). Several reasons exist for this surge in sa!es: US sales can

strengthen ties with its allies, promote regional stability, and in the absence of

such stability, can help provide victory for America's interests. As William

Clernents, Deputy Secretary of Defense, stated in 1975, "If we achieve regional

stability in crucial areas of the world without the need for direct intervention by

American forces, then our security assistance orograms have been rewarded"

(Cullin, 1985:11-9).

While the recent surge in US Foreign Military Sales may suggest customers

have been for the most part quite pleased with the terms of previous sales, many

buyers now report the common problem of possessing an excessive inventory of

spare parts for their systems. Several factors are at the root of these excesses.
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Typically, overforecasting and overzealous buying are the chief culprits. In such

instances, planners frequently have recommended purchases in excess of actual

requirements in order to reduce the risk of a potentially embarrassing shortage

of spare parts. Excess materiel may also result in cases where modifications or

new equipment render the spare parts obsolete.

Whatever the reasons for this excessive spare parts inventory, its quantities

worldwide have now reached truly staggering levels. Unfortunately, because

nations typically are reluctant to release their figures on the amount of excess

materiel held, exact quantities are unknown. However, based on the terwcative

indications of its customers, AFSAC has opined that the value of excess materiel

worldwide could now well exceed $5 billion (Brusky, 1994).

Owing to the existence of so much excess inventory, the ramifications to US

FMS customers are certainly significant. Indeed, according to Tersine, "excess

inventory is a negative asset that is dead weight. It uses valuable storage

space, depletes working capital, eliminates other opportunities, inflates assets,

and ruduces return on investment" (Tersine, 1994:293).

Foreign governmen's, however, are not the only parties hurt by such

excessive parts inv6ntories: the United States itself ;s also harmed by these

surpluses. Lack of an acceptable way for FMS customers to transfer their

excesses has arguably tarnished the image of American support for their

customers. Thic often results in a weakened allegiance to the US. Particularly

in the time period after an FMS sae is made, US influence upon its FMS

7



customer is not as great as it otherwise might be if post-sale support were

improved (Brusky, 1994).

Clearly, a mechanism for the transfer of previously bought US FMS materiel

would be quite helpful for purchasers. Currently, two such instnrments, Third

Country Transfers and the FMS Excess Materiel Return (FEMR) program are

available to prior customers, bui because of a myriad of problems these

programs are not judged as satisfactory by either AFSAC or its customers

(Brusky, 1994).

The Third Country Transfer instrument originates under the terms of all - .

sales agreements. These terms require the buyer to gain the- consent of the US

State Department before transterring title of the pu'ct'ased equipment to another

nation. This vehicle for .,ispaosing of excess matoriel suffers from two

deficiencies. First is the riaquiremeni to obtain the signature of an Under

Secretary of State. This requiremera: alone is indicative of the bureaucratic

nightmare likely to be experienced by any nation attempting to execute such a

transfer. Second is the lack of US government assistance in brokering these

transfers. Even if the bureaucracy wera removed, the inefficiency, and often

inability, of a nation to locato buyers for their excesses or sellers for the

shortages makes this Third Country Trarnsfer option impi'actical.

SThe FEMR program also proves impractical, but for different reasons.

Managed by the Air Force Materiel Command, this program allows the FMS

customer to return excess materiel originally acquired through an FMS program

8



to fill a specific USAF requirement (AFM 67-1, VOL IX:14-9). Unfortunately for

the FMS customer, the USAF will not accept such returned materel unless it is

offered precisely when required for purchase by the item manager. Since m'y,

item managers are typically in such a "buy" position only a few weeks each year,

this requirement seriously impedes FEMR's usefulness. To make matters

worse, the item manager keeps no record of prospective return items.

Therefore, if a submitted return item is not accepted immediately when offered,

the offer is discarded and never reconsidered by the item manager, even when

he reachbs his next "buy" position.

The Worldwide Warehouse

To rectify its customers' excess inventory problems, AFSAC has proposed an

alternative program, the Worldwide Warehouse. This program will allow for

quick and easy redistribution of excess inventory among FMS customers. Using

the Worldwide Warehouse, AFSAC hopes to 1) "List and redistribute all of our

customers' serviceable excess military equipment which had been acquired via

the US government's security assistance program," and 2) "Provide equitable,

economical, and rapid support to both purchasers and offerors" (Brusky, 1994).

Prasently, the goal for completing any transaction is less than 15 days from the

time an order is placed, a dramatic improvement over current procedures.

Conceptually, the Worldwide Warehouse will function as shown in Figure 1.

As depicted in Step 1 on this diagram, offering nations will first provide AFSAC

with the current listings cf their excgss inventories. To help overcome foreign

9



reservations about providing such data, AFSAC has agreed to preserve the

anonymity of all data IEsted. Pooling these listings for all participating FMS

customers, AFSAC next will compile them into a centralized database. Direct

access to this database will be available only to AFSAC.

The Worldwide Wareho-:.se Flow

[Offering Nation ..

Lis of Requisition AFSAC
Available Fo & A

Saen Notification Database] ReqUiSiUOn

I ,__nt

Purchasing Nation

Materiel
Sent

Figure 1. Worldwide Warehouse FlGw Diagram

Despite the lack of infurmation concerning the exact quantities of items

eligible for this database, a fair estimate of the percentage of reparable versus

consumable items can be determined. Because the Worldwide Warnhouse will

handle only items previously sold through the US FMS program, one can

assume that the eligible inventories will mirror those which now are or previously

10



have been maintained by the U. Air Force. Based on this assumption, then, it is

estimated that the reparables versus consumables percentages are five and 95

percent, respectively (Christensen and Ewan, 1985:2). As will be explained in

Chapter Five, such an estimate is important because of the varying degrees of

effort required to guarantee high quality between these two types of items.

With the strck of materiel now identified, AFSAC will then be in a position tc

respond to customer requirements. From tho perspective of the buying natior,

no change in the purchasing process will be evident. Therefore, orders to

AFSAC will arrive using the same procedures as have been used in the past.

Step 2 in Figure 1 indicates this action.

O'ince nn order is rcevpeil AFSC. tuill firet checkL" wit'h AF-Ar tM see whothor

or not the item will be available for shipment within a specified period

(acceptable period is still to be negotiated within AFMC). ,f it will not, AFSAC

will search the Worldwidg Warehouse database for the same part. If a parts

match can be found betwean offering and purchasing nations, the requisition is

granted to the Worldwide Warehouse, as identified in Step 3. If no match is

made, AFMC will fill the requisition using current procedures.

Once the requisition is vassed to the Worldwide Warehouse, a call (Step 4)

is immediately made to the offering nation indiuating that a buyer has beu,.

found for their part(s). Instructions will then be given to ship the materiel

immediately to ar, In-transit Inspection Point (liP). This shipment will be made at

the offeror's expense, and is depicted in Step 5.

11



The most iLnportant role played by the lIP is the removal of all national

markings for the purpose of maintaining anonymity throughout the system. Such

action is essential in ord'r to avoid political confrontations which might arise due

te the transfer of parts between political adversaries. This would alleviate, for

example, the inability to transfer parts between Israel and Saudi Arabia.

Owirig to this fact that an lIP is politically required, it is the logical place for

materiel to undergo a quality control inspection. AFSAC is currently working on

the procedure for such inspections. The options range from only a cursory

visual inspection to a full functional inspection for each item shipped. As

identified in the first chapter of this thesis, AFSAC also hopes to eliminate quality

control inspections altogether if a certification process known as ISO 9000 can

successfully be introduced. In any event, once the item is approved at the lIP, it

is shipped directly to the purchaser. This final step in indicated in Step 6 of

Figure 1

Seemingly, the Worldwide Warehouse offers an alternative which could

better ensw:c the strength of the defense forces of US allies. However, until

quality can be assured to buyers, whether through inspection or a supplier

certificaiion process such as ISO 9000, the feasibility of this program cannot be

secured.

Supplier Certifica oiq..

A theme resounding throughout the quality control community is supplier

certification. Within the business community the adversarial role between

12



purchaser and supplier which has so often been played out in the past is now

giving way to long-term alliances and cooperation (Lockhart and Ettkin,

1993:66). The trend is proving to be a ,in-win situation. Inman and Hubler

contend that "the ultimate goal of supplier certification is quality at the

source". so that "customer-receiving inspection may be utilized with

decreasing frequency up to the point where it is eliminated altogether"

(1992:11).

Recently, Purchasing magazine conducted a survey which concluded that

supplier rating programs were present in almost two-thirds of the major

manufacturing firms in Amerca. Evidencing the success of such programs,

more th-rn half Mf a1 ,espnd-nnafe nntar thnir nrnnram- ntrcil to imnrnve qnulitv

reduce costs, and end inspections (Evans and Lindsay, 1993:218).

Purchasers must realize, however, that supplier certification does not mean

that defective products will not be received. This type program demands the

commitment of both sides. "Designing and implementing a vendor certification

program is an ambitious undertaking. The certification program requires a

significant amount of patience and hard work, not only to design and implement,

but to maintain once it is functioning," say Lockhart and Ettkin (1993:65). They

conclude that the benefits of "reduced inventoe.es, less waste, shorter lead

times, improved supplier relations, lower costs, better quality," ... are normally

worth the effort (1993:69).

13



Fortunately, the standard to be used for the Worldwide Warehouse supplier

certification effort may not need to be designed from scratch. The ISO 9000

series may be the answer. Onginally published in 1987, ISO 9000 is rapidly

becoming accepted as a worldwide standard for quality. Although it is typically

identified as ISO 9000, this star 'ard is actually a collection of five related quality

standardrs, designate~d ISO 900Q% 9001, 9002, 9003, and 9004 (Eckstein and

Balaknishnan, 1993:661). M~ shown by Table 1, these five standards eriiphasize

dift ereni aspects of quality. It shouild be noted, however, that the International

Organlization for Standardization does not intend the ISO 9000 series to

"standardize qluality systems implemented by organizations" ('1987:1). To the

contrary, Henkoff points out that the "governing principles can be summed up in

three words--documentation, documentation, documentation" (1993:117).

Companies that choose to be certified must salect the appropirate level of

Table 1. iSO 9ouo components (international Organization for Standardization. 987:.1)

Dewgnation Title Meaning

IS0 9000 Quoility Mmagwrient and C.\jtty Aiiiiiiwno SWWWWe ProVdee an ir~view of M...... WeGs

?w~i~ d t~r Selocioii and Use

ISO 900 1 Guamy systernw-modei Yor OAu"t~ Assurance in wKxudee iviyi~n; In ISO 9002 and 9003 u

D03;giVDfvteknLnt ProdUCftl. nsM*ston Sad guidolae or dealgn arnd itervicing

Senrlcdng

ISO 9002 Quality Systens.-Modei for Quality Assurance in Strong 4ophasitms cn prnduclon pxoces&ieA

Procduclori and Inatalisflon

IS0 9003 Quality Sy~rms-Mode; for Qalty Assurance in Final Onfy Wadreses proolsmn aeo~ated wait

Inspelakn and Test Inspection arnd testnig

ISO 9034 Quality Managemient and Quallty Syalem Elemrents-- Helps a company develop arid Iniplerrent al

GUIdelines IMPv, qualty syaterm or evaluaite ar. Oustlng oneO
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certification based on client, competitive or regulatory requirements (Eckstein

and Balakrishnan, 1993:68). The International Organization for Standardization

instructs that "After . . [ISO 9000] has been consulted, the purchaser and

supplier should refer to ISO 9001, ISO 9002, and ISO 9003 to aetermine which

of these International Standards is most relevant to the contract, and what

specific adaptations, if any, have to be made" (1987:3). Firms which do not

design the products they produce, for example, are not required to use a tull

service" standard such as. ISO 9001. In such cases, either ISO 9002 or 9003

would be a superior choice. Because of this flexibility, ISO 9000 has been

successfully implemented in a wide array of industries.

[QSO (10 ic the bramin^HiIA of thek Eurnopen ('.nmminihi, (EC).1 Pnktnin ande

Balakrishnan point out that the standards are basically a rewrite of the British

standard BS5750 (1993:66). Due to its European roots, ISO 9000 is still much

more prominent there than anywhere else. More than thirteen times as many

British companies as American have already become certified (Henkoff,

1993:117). As a result of marketplace pressures, however, companies

worldwide are rapidly catching up to their European counterparts in

certifications. Firms in countries as diverse as Russia, Argentina, Japan, and

Saudi Arabia are all pursuing certification. Recently, American industries have

become especially aggressive in pursuing the ISO 9000 label. Pressure to

become certified is increasing greatly in many industries, as customers have

begun demanding their* ippliers m( at the standard. On another front, firms are

15



also receiving pressure from poiitical entities such as the EC, which now virtually

shuts out non-certified agencies (Eckstein and Balakrishnan, 1993:66).

Even with many companies and nations cla-orng to get on board, there are

problems that must be resolved. The pros and cors of these standards are

important when considering whother or not they are applicable to any given

situation.

The intent of the ISO 9000 series is simply to force companies to clearly

specify their quality assurance procedures and ensure thai iy follow those

procedures, Evun with so si"ple an objective, however, implementation of the

standard can yield powerful results. As explained by Rabbitt and Bergh in The

1S$QL 0 Book, "You won't be successful if your people don't know their roles

- and the system remains undefined. ISO 9000 compliance addresses the

success of your organization because it addresses these two factors" (Rabbitt

and Bergh, 1993:58).

The benefits of ISO 9000, therefore, stem from its requirement that a

business not only define, but actually understand the procedures relevant to the

quality of its products. At a time when quality is so closely associated with

market share, it is no wonder many businesses are scrambling to establsh a

strong quality program. ISO 9000 is an excellent tool for this end, because as

Cynthia Robertson, a quality assurance specialist for the Air Force Materiel

Command (AFMC) noted, "ISO 9000's value is that it offers the foundation upc-1

which you can build a quality program" (Robertson, 1994).

16



Although ISO 9000 can go a long way tow&rd establishing better quality,

however, it is not a panacea. Aftnr all, even when companies have the best of

processes in plac9 there is still room for error, especially in complex

environments. Eckstein and Balakrishnan reiterate that "[ISO 9000] is not a

code of excellence. It is not total quality manag6ment (TQM). It does not

guarantee a company's product quality, either" (1993:67). Taking the argument

to the extreme, Motorola's director of corporate quality, Richard Buetow, recently

underscored this point by complaining:

With ISO 9000 you can still have terrble processes and products.
You can certify the manufacturer tnMt makes life jackets from
concrete, as long as those jackets are made according to the
documented procedures and the company provides the next uf kin
with instructions on how to complain about defects. That's absurd.
(Henkoff, 1993:117)

Despite this lack of a product quality guarantee, when an organization

achieves ISO 9000 certification and claims to have implemented a total auality

management philosophy, the certification is supposed to be a global measuring

stick with which to gain confidence about the company's quality systerm. This

measuring stick and the inspections which lead to certification have resulted in

many benefits for the companies involved: "Among the measurable benefits

companies have realized from adhering to the ISO 9000 standards are lower

scrap costs, fewer rejects, and better on-time delivery" (Vaienti, 1993:42).

Korane claims that ISO 9000 certification almost eliminates "the quality audits

global customers normally require" (1993:74), saving the customer and the

company money and time. The main reason many companies achieved
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certification in the first place was to maintain access to markets where

governments require certification in order to sell certain products. However,

many large international industries are also beginning to require that suppliers

meet the standards (Eckstein and Balakrishnan, 1993:66).

Even though many companies have realized huge benefits from meeting the

ISO 9000 level of excellence, many others see little vaiue added from meeting

the standards. Because the standards are so general in nature, there is

confusion and ambiguity in interpretation among the auditors who certify

companies. This lack of common interpretation denies the opportunity for

mutual global trust among accreditation agencies. "No one registrar is accepted

worldwide," complain Eckstein and Balakrishnan. "... each nation has its own

accrediting body and its own set of registrars, with none of the accrediting

bodies recognizing each other" (1993:68). Although clarification of the standard

is now underway by regional agencies, differences between regions will remain

for the foreseeable future (Morrow, 1993:26).

Another primary factor which denies mutual recognition is a lack of

accreditation requirements. Auditing firms which issue certificates for meeting

the standards have no minimum accreditation requirements (Henkoff, 1993:117).

Therefore, in some instances identical cases may be graded differently by

separate auditors. This lack of standardized interpretation and accreditation will

continue to hinder progress toward global implementation of this standard. Until
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common interpretation is attained, a unified global understand;ng of certification

cannot be achieved.

The certification process for companies is usually a difficult one. To become

certified companies undergo a rigorous procedure whereby their quality

processes are audited by an accredited third party. Documentation of the quality

processes is absolutely critical, and workers are inteiviewed to ensure they

understand exactly what is expected (Korano, 1993:76).

ISO 9000 mandates documentation coverage in 20 separate areas called

elements. Reflective of the differing degrees of coverage provided by the

various ISO 9000 standards, some of these elements are progressively relaxed

ISO 9003. Table 2 associates these elements with their appropriate ISO 9000

standards. It should be noted that each higher level of the standard includes all

of the elements in the lower levels preceding it (i.e., ISO 9001 necessarily

includes 9002 which necessarily includes 9003).

Because the twenty ISO 9000 elements cover such a diverse range of

r'rganizational functions, the certification audit is nomi.al1y a grueling experience.

Spending up to three weeks in its examination, the typical audit team touches

practically every element of operation. Upon arrival, the team's first concern is

to examine internal inspection records. These records demonstrate trends and

point out unresolved problems. If these problems are critical, the audit could

er,.d before it has even begun (Rabbitt and Bergh, 1993:112-1131.
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Finding everything in order, however, the auditors now finn out ýo begin an in-

depth search of virtually every work section. Workers are interviewed to

determine tneir competence in job performance and corrective actions as well as

their knowledge of the company quality policy (Rabbitt and Bergh, 1993:114).

Table 2. ISO 9000 Audited Qualt Elements 1Breitenberg, 992:3)
Audhed Quality Elemens 9001 9002 9003

m -
1. Manarment Rs•spnsiAlty x X" X-

2. Q•,ilty System x X

3. Contract Review X X

4. Design Controi X

5. Documont Cooi' ol X X."

6. Purc'asing X X

7 Purctaser Supplied Product X X

8. Pr•duct leniUfl•czuon & Traeabil!ty X X X--

9 Procesa Control. X X

10. Inspectdon -" Teotaiig X X X-

11. tnspectlor. Measunrij. & Te~t Equipmunt x x Y"

12. Ih p-ec. & TeMt StatU3s X j XX

13. Contiol of Nor-•nftonrng Product x X Y..

14. Coare•Ivi Actun X x

15. Handling, Stampe, Pacitagqng. & O[eiv, y X X X-

16. Qualty Recoros X X X-

17. Inrorm-Q yuaUltAuOlts X X

16. Trivng X X. X..

19. SGivld~r'g x

20. Stuadtilcal Techniques X X X*"
UlA AMiiý A I -

Requirements are less stringent thai those in ISO 9001
Requirements are less stringent than those in ISO 9002

The primary concern of the auditors, however, is the firm's documentation.

This documentation is reviewed to ensure it correctly and completely defines

every aspect of the organization's quality system. Among the policy

documentation deemed essential for certificaticn are such items as a quality

policy and objectives, a quality manuai, work instructions, corrective actions, and
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internal quality audits. Supporting this documentation, system records such as

management reviews, audit reports, and training records are meticulously

examined (Rabbitt and Bergh, 1993:89). Highlighting the difficulties of meeting

these documentation requirements, Det Norske Veritas, a large auditing firm,

notes that of a:l twenty ISO 9u00 elements, documentation accounts for more

deficiencies than any other. In fact, the number of deficiencies noted in the area

of documentation is fully fifty percent greater than the next most deficient

element (Rabtitt and Bergh, 1993:111).

Provided the audited company has lived up to the high quality standards of

ISO 9000, and its deficiencies are either minor or nonexistent, certification can

u e E cpIRtCed. 1i 5, huwt,'•vqr, iS FIUtL !1-1 end oi irtu ru1u. FiThe co anyF huuIu.

expect that the auditors "will be back every six months . . . to perform another

shorter but more rigorous and in-depth audit focused on a specific oporation"

(Rabbitt and Bergh, 1993:118). Passing these semi-annual audits is required to

maintain ISO 9000 certification.

According to Eckstein and Balakrishnan, the cost of achieving and

maintaining this certification is no small factor. Prices for initial certification

range from $10,000 to $200,000 depending on a company's size and level of

certification. Additional costs are incurred for the follow-up audits required every

six months (Eckstein and Balakrishnan, 1993:69).

Notwithstanding the difficulty and cost of achieving iSO 9000 certification, its

implementation has shown major benefits to those companies which persevere
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on the tough road to certification. Keeping international markets open and

improving business practices has made ISO 9000 more than a fad. The list of

countries which have adoptcd ISO 9000 is growing: the European Community,

Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungaty, Poland, Romania, Russia,

Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,

Tunisia, cnd Zimbabwe have all embiaced the standard. Valenti believes thatI many others are working toward accepting the standard in the near future

(1993:46).

NATO's SHARE Initiativa

In the early 1970's, logistics managers of the Ncrth Atlantic Treaty

S. •-,, ',tr lA noted the gnains which could be realized through

redistributirg excess materiel instead of making new purchases. Thus, the

NATO Maintenance and Supply Organization (NAMSO) published NAMSO

Directive 222 which established the procedures for redistribution of excess

stocks between NATO memher nations. Although the logic of this program

seemed unquestionable, its use in the dais of large defense budgets was limited

(Russell, 1994).

Today, however, defense budgets are shrinking worldwide. The NATO

Maintenance and Supply Agency (NAMSA), managers of purchasing and

redistribution lor NAMSO, has in~tiated a revival and improvement of the original

redistribution concept. The initiative is known as the Stock Holding and Asset

Requirements Exchange (SHARE). SHARE aims to use new techno!ogy to
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provide a service "that exploits existing materiel resources to the benefit cf the

customers" (NATO Maintenance and Supply Agency, undated:2).

SHARE is planned to be an electronic logistics stock exchange. The heart

and soul of the stock exchange will be a computer-based catalog. NATO

member nations who subscribe to SHARE will be both potential buyers and

sellers. Subscribers, connected on-line with the catalog, will report assets

available for redistribution. A query capability will also allow them to search the

catalog and place requisitions for needed items (NATO Maintenance and Supply

Organization, 1994:3-4).

The SHARE initiative is dramatically similar to the Worldwide Warehouse.
0o+t " im t^ rodi•-" + tri,÷,O evxmces trn- fnr fha hbenenfit rnf Plliac Rnth intieni tM

catalog these excesses in order to make shopping easier. Only SHARE,

however, has a precedent for proven quality control procedures whereby a

middleman can effectively execute the transfer of materel between two parties.

Conclusion

The build-up in excess inventories among US FMS customers presents

problemrs for all parties involved. AFSAC's solution, the Worldwide Warehouse,

offers a realistic opportunity to resolve these problems, yet quality assurance

remains a roadblock.

ISO 9000, an up and coming standard in the world's business community,

may offer a viable solution. The question, then, is whether or not this new

standard should or could be employed by the Worldwide Warehouse. An
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examination of SHARE's application of ISO 9000 in its quality assurance

program should go a long way toward answering this question. Chapter Three

explains how this question, along with the questions and research objectives

mentioned in Chapter One, will be invest~gated.
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Ill. Methodology

.h aDt6(_Qverview

This chapter addresses the research methodology used in this study by

examining the research design and the two data collection methods 3mployeci:

the literature review and the experience survey. Fo!lowing this examination, this

thesis explores how these methods are used to answer the six research

questions posed in Chapter One.

Research Dq!jgn

With the assistance of the thesis findings in Chapter Five,.AFSAC will build

the final quality control procedures for the Worldwide Warehouse. To

accomplish this purpose, AFSAC will specificaivy need insight into the research

questions identified in Chapter One. The goal of this thesis, then, is to provide a

realistic view of whether or not the benefits of incorporating ISO 9000 into a

supplier certification tscheme are worth the costs that will be encountered.

Be.¢-zo the Worldwide Warehouse is a rapidly changing program which has

not yet begun operation, no hard data are available concerning its performance.

The approach of this thesis, therefore, is necessarily qualitative rather than

quantitative.

For this project, an exploratory study offers the appropriate research design.

Indeed, the Worldwide Warehouse and ISO 9000, the two entities crucial to this

study, are both untested quantities as far as US government experience goes.

AFSAC, after all, has so far only conceptualized the Worldwide Warehouse, and
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admittedly possesses only cursory knowledge of the relatively new ISO 9000

standards. A close examination of these entities is necessary, therefore, if

AFSAC's understanding of their relationship is to be advanced.

In such an uncertain environment, an exploratory study is necessary. As

noted by Emory and Cooper, exploratory studies help "develop the concepts

more clearly, establish priorities, and in many other ways improve the final

research design" (199! :144). This final research design, it should be noted, is

AFSAC's assumption of t)e next research stage, the development of the final

quality cuntrol procecoures for the Worldwide Warehouse.

AFSAC may aiso benefit in other ways from an exploratory study. According

to Emory and Cooper, "Exploration may also save time and money if [the

researchers] decide, after study, that the problem is not as important as first

thought" (1991:144). This could avoid the problems associated with attempting

to implement ISO 9000 if this study identifies that such implementation is

infeasible.

Research Parameters

Consistent with its exploratory nature, this study is bounded by parameters

commonly used in business research. The commercial nature of foreign military

sales makes such a business approach desirable. Relying on this business link,

the topical scope, time dimension, reseirch environment, and method of data

collection are easily determined.
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Because examining a broader range of information aids in the development

of budding concepts, the iopical scope used in this study is aimed at breadth

rather than depth of information. Indeed, such an approach is especially

relevant to studies such as this where the problem is not yet fully crystallized,

and the concepts need to be more fully developed.

Owing to the constraints of time and budget, the time dimension of this study

is necessarily cross-sectional, As noted by Emory and Cooper, "Cress-sectional

studies are carried out once and represent a 'snapshot' of one point in time"

(1991:140). Since any major changes in ISO 9000 or its worldwide acceptance

would require an international consensus, these changes will likely occur only at

an c- emely sluggish pace. Therefore, even with this snapshot, the findings

should still be valid for the foreseeable future.

As is the case with almost every expluratory study, the research environment

selected is a field setting. The alternative, the laboratory study, is infeasible for

this thesis. In order to conduct a successful laboratory study, a vast amount of

control is required over the key variables. In the case of ISO 9000, these

varýables are too ill-defined and uncontrollable. Regardless of this lack of

control, the field study is used in this case to more clearly define the issues

surrounding ISO 5!000 a-id its applicability to the Worldwide Warehouse.

Monitoring, one o6 ihe two possible methods for collecting data in field

studies, is not practical for the same reasons identified in the previous

paragraph. Therefore, within this field study, data is collected via an
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interrogative process. The vehicle for conducting this process is the experience

survey. Experience surveys are likely the most valuable tool available for a

successful exploratory study. Emphasizing this point, Emory and Cooper explain

that:

While published data are a valuable resource, seldom is more than a
fraction of the existing knowledge in a field put into writing. Then, too,
even if more is published, it may be difficult to find. Thus, we will profit by
seeking information from persons experienced in the area of study. Such
persons can help us secure an insight into r6lationships between
variables. To get an accurate picture of the current situation, we need to
solicit the views of those believed to know what is going on. (1991:145-6)

Da~ta (Qollection

Three main parties have th, specal insight necessary to provide essential

information for this thesis: AFSAC, IAMSA, and the Royal Norwegian Air Force

(RNOAF). Senior leaders, program managers, and quality control personnel in

each of these organizations were interviewed because they have likely

experienced many of the aspects bGing investigated in this study.

AFSAC, located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio, is the owner of

the Worldwide Warehouse. As such, AFSAC personnel possess the knowledge

necessary for describing the mechanics of Worldwide Warehouse operations.

Another important party, the NATO Maintenance and Supply Agency (NAMSA),

is located in Capellen, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Its experience makes it a

likely source of valuable information. As statet in Chapter Two, NAMSA has

been effectively executing the transfer of materiel between two parties as a

middleman for years. Furthermore, the quality control procedures th, y currently
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employ in the transfer process rely heavily on ISO 9000. Finally, the RNOAF

completes the study. Within the RNOAF, the Materiel Command is the

Worldwide Warehouse focal point. Materiel Command headquarters is located

in Kjeller, Norway. Current plans are for the RNOAF to be the first suppliers in a

Worldwide Warehouse prototype test. This role as a key, initial player, coupled

with its recent efforts to attain ISO 9000 certification provides insight into a

participating country's perspective.

To carry out these experience surveys, personal interviews were conducted

with managers and/or quality assurance personnel at each of the above

locations (see Appendix B for a specific list of interviewed personnel). The

purpose of these interviews was to identify the important issues or aspects of the

probiom as seen by these personnel.

Rather than adhering strictly to a set of prepared questions, interviews were

conducted using a structured format. Under such a format, a set of questions is

used only as a guide for discussion. Accordingly, the interview remains flexible

enough to explore the various topics that emerge during the interview. This

flexibility is the key to the success of this exploratory design (see Appendix C for

the interview questions used at each location).

Prior to conducting this field study, the literature review found in Chapter Two

was necessary. This review provided not only an excellent background into the

published data surrounding this thesis, but also answered several of the
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questions posed in Chapter One. The background provided by this review is the

starting point from which the interviews described above are conducted.

ADalysis

As stated earlier in this chapter, an exploratory study is used to shed light on

areas previously not understood. Based upon the data collected, then, answers

to the individual research questions are reported in Chapter Four. These

answers are then specifically related to the Worldwide Warehouse in order to

facilitate analysis of the overall implications of ISO 9000 to quality assurance.

This analysis is conducted by linking the c.:periences of those interviewed with

the common sense of the authors so that logical connections can be made.

Finally, the logical connections made from individual research question analysis

will be integrated in Chapter Five. This integration should shed light on the

issues important to establishing Worldwide Warehouse quality assurance

procedures on ISO 9000.

Qonclusion

The imprecise nature of the quality control issues surrounding the Worldwide

Warehouse are best answered through an exploratory study. This chapter

presented the parameters for this study, the data collection methods used, and

the means by which the collected data will be analyzed. In the next chapter, the

research results are disclosed.
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IV. Resiarch Findings

Chapter Overview

Following the methodology outlined in the previous chapter, experience

surveys were conducted during site visits to AFSAC, NAMSA, and the RNOAF

Air Materiel Command. The data obtainea on these visits, coupled with the

literature review presented in Chapter Two, provide the answers necAssary to

ascertain ISO 9000's applicability to the Worldwide Warehouse. Organized by

research objectives, this chapter explores this applicability through a step by

step resolution of each research cuestion.

Research Objectives

Obiective One

The first research objective identified in Chapter One requires an

assessment of the ramifications of placing ISO 9000 at the core of a quality

program. As shown in Chapter Two, these ramifications center on the

harmonization of three theines: international interpretation, accreditation

procedures, and recognition of certifications.

On the subject of international interpretation, the specific research question

asks, "Is ISO 9000 interpreted identically by all agencies worldwide?" In short,

nearly all published information pointed to the fact that this is not the case. As

Chapter Two notes, the general nature of the standards produces confusion and

ambiguity in interpretation among international auditing agencies. Even while
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efforts are currently underway to improve this situation, Morrow points out that

this deficiency is not likely to be resolved in the near future (1993:26).

The next research question deals with the issue of accreditation procedures.

Specificaily, it queries, "Are ISO 9000 accreditation procedures standardized?"

Again, a negative answer is found in Chapter Two. Henkoff notes that no

minimum requirements exist for accrediting international auditing firms

(1993:117). Accredited auditors may exhibit different levels of competence,

leaving open the possibility of different grades being awarded to the same firm

by separate auditors. For this reason, many British firms require foreign

suppliers to be certified by auditing agencies which receive accreditation

through the British standards agency (Korane, 1993:76). Such an example

clearly reflects the lack of worldwide accreditation standards for ISO 9000.

The final re3earch question dealing with ISO 9000's political implications

asks, "Do all nations recognize the certifications granted Iy accreditation

agencies outside their borders?" Based on the answers to the previous two

research questions, the reader can likely deduce the answer himself. With no

standard interpretation or accreditation procedures, how can it be expected that

nations mutually recognize the certifications granted by others? In any case, the

literature review provides the decidedly negative answer. As Eckstein and

Balakrishnan reiterated in Chapter Two, "No one registrar is accepted

worldwide. . . each naticn has its own accrediting body and its own set of
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registrars, with none of the accrediting bodies recognizing each other"

(1993:68).

This absence of mutual global trust in ISO 9000's implementation does not

appear to bode well for the standard's inciusion in Worldwide Warehouse quality

control procedures. One fear causing concern to AFSAC planners is that some

nations may receive worthless quality certifications. This worthlessness could

result for any number of reasons. For example, even while a justifiable

certification might be granted in an underdeveloped nation, it may not be

accepted by the more experienced European nations. Conversely, these

European nations might accept a certification granted by auditors who do not

understand even the minimum about ISO 9000. Attest'ng to this concern, quality

control personnel at the RNOAF Air Materiel Command indicated wariness about

relying on e quality of parts provided by underdeveloped countries based

solely on a 1: eign ISO 9000 certification (Nyborg, 1994).

Although i 9 lack of standardization demonstrated by the above discussion

illustrates a Ii nificant shortfall of the ISO 9000 ser'.es, it is still possible for the

standard to h ive usefulness in an international environment. After all, large

companies art increasingly relying on the standard to help police quality even

among their r..any international suppliers. In such cases, companies can

overcome ISO 9000's lack of standardization by mandating that these suppliers

receive certification from an auditor accredited by a specific agency. This

greatly diminishes the standard's interpretation difficulties.
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Because its suppliers also hail from around the globe, the Worldwide

Warohouse could benefit from a similar approach. Under such circumstances,

AFSAC could mand3te that only government depot certifications obtained

through a particular accreditor or auditor be employed. Because makir 1 such

restrictions would reduce the roles auditors in many countries coul lay,

however, this choice might be politically difficult to implement. Even so, such

action is necessary if the ramifications of placing ISO 9000 at the core of the

Worldwide Warehouse quality program are to be minimized.

gb v Two

The next objective explores the ability of ISO 9000 to ensure quality

A..., 4, ,. M r tItnirlk, ftnt-,,einn thi, nh,•in ..ivn tha spec.ifir rA.zPnrrh 01 aes;irnn

asks, "Can ISO certification ensure quality in an- of itself?"

Before beginning an assessment of this question, a closer look should first

be taken of ISO 9000's potential use in the Worldwide Warehouse. As

discussed in Chapter Two, ISO standards 9001, 9002, and 9003 comprise the

set of possible choices for ceriificat~on. Among these possibilities, only ISO

9002 and 9003 appear to be suitable for the Worldwide Warehouse.

ISO 9001, in contrast, is not applicable due to its coverage in the unneeded

areas of designi control and servicing. Design control, as its name implies,

relates to the design of products from concept through initial production.

Because Worlawide Warehouse subscribers will only be providing materiel

which was previously sold through US FMS, everything offered will have already
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been "designed"; thus, this element is not applicable (Rabbitt and Bergh,

1993:122-123). The other irrelevant element, from the Worldwide Warehouse

point of view, is servicing. The term "servicing", as it is used in ISO 9001, is a bit

deceiving. It refers to services provided by the manufacturer to the purchaser

throughout the life of the product sold. Since the manufacturing origin of all

items within the Worldwide Warehouse is the US, America is the only supplier to

whom servicing applies. The FM$ customers who sell materiel in the Worldwide

Warehouse will certainly not be providing service to the purchasing nation after

the sale. Thus, wher applied to Worldwide Warehouse subscribers, "servicing"

is not an essential element (Rabbitt and Bergh, 1993:134).

VYILH ILS c.Uverapl of' tIIe Insecio JandI test procss 1,5 900 pJXJJ vIluV

minimum standard. This minim,.-m standard should ideally only be applied to

those nations which have little interna, depot repair capability. For ISO 9003 to

work well for the Worldwide Warehouse, these nations should primarily

"warehouse" materiel, sending reparable items back to the United States for

repairs. Supplying nations registered to this level, after all, have demonstrated

only that they are capable of inspecting and testing the parts they suppiy.

Therefore, even if a nation rareiy perforrns major repairs, it will still be capable of

knowing which of parts have been repaired correctly. These parts could

satisfactorily be accepted by the Worldwide Warehouse.

In most instances, however, ISO 9002 provides a superior alternative for a

supplying country. Because this standard encompasses all aspects of ISO 9003
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and then adds tht processes of production and itistallation, nations registered to

this level ,ould see process improvements across the entire range of depot

operations which ef.act FMS-purchased parts. When linked with the technical

orders for a part, then, this standard could go a long way toward increasing the

quality of items offered to the Worldwide Warehouse. This improved quality

would cover not only the warehoused consumables and US-repaired items, but it

would also practically ersuro high quality for items repaired in the subsciiber's

own depots.

With ISO 9000's potential Worldwide Warehouse form now outlined,

discussion of the second objective can commence. The literature (eview once
again p -i,.o, a , 4 etod arting point In essence, whili; virtually all published

knowledge on ISO 9000 touts the benefits to be gained !hrough its

implementation, most quality control experts agree this standard is not the

panacea for produ:ct defects. While product defects frequently decrease after

ISO 9000's implementation, this cannot wholly be attributed to the standard.

After all, the goal of ISO 9000 is merely to ensure consistency in, the process, not

quality in the product.

ISO 9000's success in eliminating product defects car. best be judged by the

clarity, correctness, and completeness of its compaiion specifications. As

alluded to earlier, the required Worldwide Warehouse specifications are storage

and repair specifications (i.e. technical orders). When used it, conjunction with
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such specifications, ISO 9000 most. often results in a lower level of product

defects.

The attemp, of the RNOAF depot at Kjeller to achieve :SO 9000 certification

shed further light on this necessary marriage of ISO standards with strict

specifications. During a site visit to Kjeller, the chief engineer, Mr. Paul Paulsen,

explained that during this two-year attempt, quality had significantly improved.

He indicated that this improvement wouid not have been possible, regardless of

ISO 9000's benefits, had strict technical order "specifications" riot already been

an integral part of their current processes (Paulsen, Martinsen, ana Westby,

1994).

Anr.hnoi.d hy those strong specifications. the depot's processes were then

poised to fully capture the benefits of ISO 9000. Paulsen believed Norway's

road to quality improvement was paved by the standard's stringent

documentation requirements. Like a row of dominoes toppling one after another,

benefits began to be felt throughout the entire organization. Stricter "process"

documentation required a better understanding of internal customer needs

(Paulsen, Martinsen, and We-tby, 1994).

Armed with this clearer picture, workers began removing the gaps in the

process. This streamlining, coupled with the increased documentation, provided

tra.,eability, the key to all improvements. Employing this new ability in

conjunction with their already good set of specifications, workers tiaced many
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problems to previously unsuspected root causes. As a result, repairs were more

consistently performed without defect (Paulsen, Martinsen, and Westby, 1994).

Warehousing and repair specifications are included in most FMS purchase

agreements. Since those specifications are generally considered clear, correct,

and complete, it must be concluded that if an appropriate ISO 9000 standard

could be implemented, high product quality would be virtually assured. The key

word, however, is "if". As indicated by the Norwegian example above, even

nations who have strict specifications integrated into their logistics processes

often experience difficulty in achieving certification. The potential problems this

poses for the Worldwide Warehouse are more fully explored in Chapter Five.

Qbictive Three

1 he final objective of this thesis is to study SHARE's implementation of ISO

9000 in its quality control procedures. The first research question queries,

"Does SHARE sufficiently resemble the Worldwide Warehouse such that useful

comparisons might be made?"

As Chapter Two revealed, the SHARE initiative is dramatically similar to the

Woildwide Warehouse. These programs were both initiated to solve excess

inventory problems for the benefit of allies. They each intend to catalog these

excesses to provide a new r3source to buyers and sellers. Buyers have an

additional source of supply, thus creating the possibility .)f shorter lead times

and lower inventory requirements. Sellers can rid themselves of excess

inventory and its associated holding cost, freeing both space and cash for
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additional purchas6s. Joth programs employ a fee-for-service structure, in

which buyers and sellers are each required to pay 5% of the transaction value to

cover program operating costs.

Notwithstanding their many similarities, SHARE and the Worldwide

Warehouse also have two differences. The first of these differences involves

their respective constituencies. Confined to NATO, SHARE's subscribers have

a long history of military cooperation. In contrast, the only common thread

among Worldwide Warehouse subscribers is their link to the United States.

Differentiating these constituencies further is the perceived inconsistency of

quality between individual nations; SHARE's subscribers are generally seen as

having a nore consistently high quality than those of the Worldwide Warehouse.

Several reasons exist for this apparent chasm. SHARE's subscribers, the

members of NATO, clearly possess some of the most industrialized economies,

best funded militaries, and most educated workforce,. in the world. It is no

coincidence that these nations are home to some of the globe's most quality-

minded organizations. Many of the countries which will subscribe to the

Worldwide Warehouse, in contrast. are far less fortunate. Indeed, it seems

unreasonable to expect a high drgree of quaiity from those undeveloped nations

where even literacy is not common. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that

these subscribers as a whole employ inferior quality control procedures when

compared to those of SHARE.
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The second difference is the primary reason SHARE was chosen as a source

of information for this thesis. Unlike the Worldwide Warehouse, SHARE's

predecessoi. the NATO Coordinated Aircraft Parts Brokerage and Redistribution

Program, has been managing the transfer of excess materiel between foreign

nations since 1974. This experience as a middleman has resulted in a

successful set of quality control procedures.

Overall, SHARE and the Worldwide Warehouse bear an uncanny

resemblance to each othor. If, while reading the documentation on either of

these two programs, the subscribers' identities were concealed and the quality

control procedures were omitted, one would not be able to discern which

program was being discussed. Although thei'e are differences in constituencies,

they should not so detract from the sir iilarilies as to make a comparison invalid.

Far from being a hindrance, thf-. second difference relating to NAMSA's

experience as a middleman prr. vides an avenue for useful information. This

avenue leads to a successful set of quality control procedures.

An evaluation of these procedures should be beneficial to the Worldwide

Warehouse. Pursuing this evaluation, the second research question asks, "How

is ISO 9000 employed in SHARE's current quality assurance procedures?"

According to the most recent draft of the NAMSO Functional Directive 223,

SHARE will employ the proven procedures employed in the Coordinated Aircraft

Parts Brokerage and Redistribution Program (NATO Maintenance and Supply

Organization, 1994:5). This program, operated by NAMSA, handles the
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requisitioning and shipping of materiel from one NATO country to another.

Directive 223 states that "It is the responsibility of the NAMSO member countries

to guarantee that the materiel assets offered by authorized users have been

manufactured using NATO or NATO member country national quality standards"

(NATO Maintenance and Supply Organization, 1994:5). Manufactured in this

sense refers to all aspects of manufacturing throughout the life-cycle of parts

(e.g. production and future repairs). Although notable exceptions (e.g. The

United States and France) exist, these standards all have ISO 9000 at their core

(Grenier, 1994). In addition to these standards, the quality of the parts is

ensured only by a visual inspection of the materiel condition, packaging, and

documentation. No attempt is made to functionally check equipment. Unless

obvious defects are noted during the visual inspection, materiel is shipped to the

purchaser. Any problems with quality after customer receipt are taken care of

via discrepancy reports (Russell, 1994).

Conclusion

In this chapter we found that there is no mutual, global understanding of the

ISO 9000 series of standards. Despite this lack of understanding, ISO 9000

should be able to ensure product quality for parts offered to the Worldwide

Warehouse. Finally, SHARE's relevance to the Worldwide Warehouse was

established and its quality assurance procedures were explained. Chapter Five

will assess the implications of ISO 9000's many facets and the applicability of

SHARE's quality control procedures to the Worldwide Warehouse.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Chapter Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly summarize the goals of this thesis

and present its conclusions. Following this assessment, recommendations for

6stablishing the quality control procedures of the Worldwide Warehouse are

offered. Finally, several ideas for further research are volunteered which may, if

explored, assist in Worldwide Warehouse development.

Summary of Research

The goal of this thesis was to evaluate ISO 9000's applicability to the

Worldwide Warehouse. To do so, the subsequent research required th6 pursuit

of three main objectives: (1) assess the ramifications of placing ISO 9000 at the

core of a quality control program, (2) ascortain whether or not ISO 9000 is

capable of ensuring quality in and of itself, and (3) study SHARE's

implementation of ISO 9000 in its quality control procedures. While a literature

review proved to be quite helpful in fulfilling these objectives, a lack of printed

material on the Worldwide Warehouse required the use of experience surveys

via personal interviews to gather more detailed information.

A tb.oad range of perspectives was captured during these interviews. At

AFSAC, Worldwide Warehouse program managers offered their ideas about

program implementation. This contact was essential not only for understanding

the many facets of the program, but also for keeping abreast of its many

changes. In Norway, personnel at the RNOAF Air Materiel Command presented

the customers' viewpoint. Especially enlightening was their identification of the
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link between ISO 9000 and product specificationz. Without their ISO

certification experience, this link might not have been clear. Finally, personnel

from NAMSA were extensively interviewed regarding their vast experience with

not only parts transfers, but also ISO 9000 itself. The discovery that not even all

NATO member countries can agree on ISO 9000 played a key role in arriving at

tVe following conclusions.

Conclusions

Chapters Two and Four presented the objectives individually. This section

considers these objectives collectively to form a logical argument which resolves

the research problem. When considered in their totality, the research findings

+h,3 let I'O.d" *1^ %'A I-, '.hh ,,. * .,-I '!If +hi ,'r%4,, hi W or'ld w'idhe.,.

Warehouse quality program.

This negative answer boils down to ISO 9000's design. Like the Constitution

of the United States, ISO 9000 was intentionally designed to be both flexible and

supported by more specific guidance. For both the Constitution and ISO 9000,

this flexibility is necessary to ensure universal applicability across a myriad of

situations. Because of the countless number of scenarios involved, however,

implementing the ideals of these documents is impossible without more specific

guidance. Sources of this guidance are varied. In the case of the Constitution,

it is supported by the many laws and regulations of the land. ISO 9000, on the

other hand, requires product specifications from the many industries of the

world.
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ISO 9000, therefore, often must be coupled with an inordinate amount of

documentation. Fortunately for items sold through the US FMS program,

purchasers need only the storage and repair specifications. rhese

specifications, in the form of technical orders (TO), are normally transferred to

the customer with each purchase. Even while customers may possess these

TOs, however, questions still remain regarding the integration of the associated

procedures into some customers' current logistics processes. For example, do

maintenance technicians in the less industrialized nations make repairs using

the TOG as a checklist at the aircraft? Or do they, after becoming "proficient" at

the repairs, shelve the TOs in a technical publications library to collect dust?

Trhese• ,-,,,,ons iuhila arhitrary, s•rv. to illuitr tA that the processes of some

sustomers are likely to be conspicuously absent of the integration which more

industrialized nations consider standard operating policy. Because ISO 9000

certification requires the reversal of such problems, it mcy be a useful tool for

bettering the quality generated by such systems. Even so, turning around

programs with such fundamental deficiencies can be extremely difficult, casting

doubt upon the ability of some nations to attain certification, especially in the

short term.

ISO 9000 certification, therefore, would likely take many Third World nations

years to attain. Yet, even for more developed nations where high quality already

exists, achieving ISO 9000 certification can still be a forbidding task. The

RNOAF's Kjelier depot provides a good example. Despite the outstanding
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quality of Norwegian maintenance, this depot has struggled with ISO 9000's

process definition requirement for over two years. Because certification requires

a thorough understanding not only of the individual processes involved, but also

how their interaction affects the entire system, improvement has come only from

painstaking effort. Despite their extensive commitment of resources to this

problem, the depot has yet to receive certification. Their attempt attests to the

fact that attaining certification even with outstanding quality can be very difficult.

This casts further doubt about the ability of countries with poorer initial quality to

complete the task.

Even if the previous points were not an issue, ISO 9000's desiqn for

n 'ni,,re!.1 ,r-irlit,,hilirw tJuni OH efili nrat-h An it. . ..a N. . rrn.l. v . -nnrin-- whi-h iq

designed for universal applicability requires an evolutionary phase. During this

evolution, users implement the guidance and interact with others who are also

implementing it. Through this interaction, disputes arise and are settled,

resulting in generally accepted interpretations. This process is iterated many

tim.,s, resulting in the maturation of the guidance.

Unfortunately, in the case of ISO 9000 such maturation has. root yet occurred.

Owing to the standards' short life, no generally accepted, global interpretationr

have yet evolved. NATO's absence of agreement on the implementation of ihis

quality standard is a prime example. Yet, with an even larger number of nations

slated to participate in the Worldwide Warehouse, a Unified worldwide

interpretation will be cdtica! for success. Even, if these conceirns are allayed
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through the dictatorial selection of one "approved" auditor as suggested in

Chapter Four, the value added by requiring Worldwide Warehouse subscribers

to achieve ISO certification seems minimal.

This value added argument is the final nail in ISO 9000's coffin. The entire

argument is based on the fact that a relatively small number of items is expected

to irnrove in quality as a result of ISO 9000 certification. This small target of

oppolunity is unlikely to generate savings in excess of the steep costs of

imposing ISO 9000. The ensuing analysis identifies why this is the case.

To the Worldwide Warehouse, ISO 9000's worth would be validated each

time it prevented a deficient part from being passed on to a buyer. Thus, if a

large percentage of parts were expected to be deficient, the value of certification

would seem to be great. Derailing this expectation, however, is the fact that all

parts do not have an equal chance of being deficient.

Consumable items, for example, are unlikely to pose a threat to Worldwide

Warehouse quality. Such items, by definition, ae disposed of after use.

Therefore, those consumable items which will be eligible for redistribution via the

Worldwide Warehouse will necessarily be unused. Often still sealed in their

original packages, these items should not be a quality issue. Since the US

guaranteed the initial quality and the purchaser was only required to properly

warehouse these items, littl6 opportunity for quality degradation should have

presented itself.
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Although Chapter Two estimated that the inventories foreign governments

have eligible for transfer through the Worldwide Warehouse are composed five

percent of reparables and 95 percent of consumables, these figures may riot

accurately represent the proportions of items actually processed. In truth,

consumable items will probably make up less than 95 percent of transferred

parts.

Two reasons exist for this decreased showing. First, consumable items

usually have a lower cost than reparables, making them less profitable to sell.

After all, the money to be gained by selling an item such as a bolt will often be

less than the cost of shipping it. Second, many nations may elect to hold onto

thieir consumabie iaern5 becauu thry ud y siiii be vaiil in griper sy riefs, i0 anry

case, the percentage of consumables handled by the Worldwide Warehouse is

likely to be somewhat lower than 95 percent. AFSAC currently has no estimate

of this figure.

This logic should leave reparables accounting for a greater proporion of

items offered to the Worldwide Warehouse. Yet, even among these remaining

reparables, quality problems should not be a major concern in many cases. As

noted by Orlando and Rhame in a 1992 thesis on the FMS pipeline, marny

countries use US depots exclusively for t,,, •r repairs, particularly when their Air

Force 'nventories are small. Moreover, even in cases where countries operate

an in-house repair capability, they often still use US depots to supplement their

own work (Orlando and Rhame, 1992:8). With many countries either totally
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relying on or at least supplementing the maintenance of reparable items with US

depot repairs, concern over the quality of such repairs is dramatically reduced.

After removing consumables and US depot-repaired items from the list of

concerns, only a small percentage of the total rnumber of parts eligible for

transfer remain with questionable quality. These parts, reparable items repaired

in-country, represent the major portion of transferred items which should account

for the Worldwide Warehouse savings as a result of ISO 9000 implementation.

Based on the structure of the Worldwide Warehouse, only one area of

potential savings seems likely: a reduction in the frequency and magnitude of

Reports of Discrepancy (RODs). Because anonymity throughout the system is

paramount in the minds of AFSAC policymakers, eliminatio.n of the lIP is not

possible. Anonyruity requires tlWe removal of national markings, and an IHP

seems to be the inost efficient means to accomplish this task, Therefore, ISO

9000's savings should be seen primarily through a reduction in RODs across a

small number of items.

Considering these savings, the value added to the Worldwide Warehouse

process as a rasult of ISO 9000 is expected to be minimal. When weighed

against the pain which is necessary to achieve certification, along with the

confusion arid uncertainty which surrounds the standard, one would be hard-

pressed to say that the value added is worth the requisite costs. !SO 9000 and

the Worldwide Warehouse are simply not ready for one another.
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Recommendations.

Having reached the conclusion that ISO 9000 is not applicable to Worldwide

Warehouse quality control, it is necessary to go beyond the scope of this thesis

to assist AFSAC with the development of the final quality control procedures.

Although the SHARE case study supported the -egative answer to ISO 9000's

applicability, it also provided the path for this recommendation.

Basically, visual inspections at the liP with product defects sorted out via

RODs filed by the purchaser should be the core of the initiai Worldlwide

Warehouse quality assurance program. In this proposed syste;n, it should be

incumbent upon the buyer to conduct functiona; inspections, as needed- These

Ever. while NAMSA has had success with iis visual inspection program, the

Worldwide Warehouse's broader constituency baso requires an additional

control. Since questions remain regarding the quality some subscribers are

capable of providing, a "penalty box" limiting the participation of those suppliers

who demonstrate a proclivity toward providing inferior parts should be

implemented. This should keep the number of RODs to a bare minimum.

Customer support for the recommendition as outllned ;s likely to be

significant. Indood, Lt Col Nyborg, Huad of the Materiel Management Branch at

the Kjeller depot, embraced such an approach during an experience survey.

Certainl,, this strong support from the quality-minded Noewegians bodes well for

this approach.
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Future Research

A logical follow-on to this study is the assumption ot the next research stage,

the development of the quality control procedures for the Worldwide

Warehouse. However, with the program still in its infancy, many issues in

addition to quality assurance remain unresolved. Three such issues deserving

attention are:

1. Identify the percentage of reparables versus consumables which will

actually flow through the Worldwide Warehouse, so that an appropriate quality

control scheme can be designed.

2. Identify the excesses which really exist, and how many of those excesses

mild hmve filled currepit bickordefs.

3. Conduct a transportation analysis to determine the number and locations

of intransit inspection points.

4. Conduct a cost/benefit analysis of contractor versus Air Force

administration of Worldwide Warehouse operations.

Continued research in these areas should enhance the future leve; of support

provi,'ed to US allies.
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Aogendix A: Glossary of Terms

ARMS TRANSFERS - Defense articles and defense services, such as arms,

ammunition, and imp!ements of war, including components thereof, and the

training, manufacturing licenses, technical assistance and technical data related

thereto, provided by the US government under the Foreign Assistance Act (f

1961, as amended, or the Arms Export and Control Act, as amended; other

statutory authority; or directly by commercial firms to foreign countries, foreign

private firms, or to international organizations.

AIR FORCE SECURITY ASSISTANCE CENTER (AFSAC) The AFMC

organization responsible for providing logistics support to FMS customers

through the USAF security assistance piogram.

CONSUMABLE - Items that are typically consumed or used up beyond

economical repair during their intended use. Common examples of

consumables are paper and pencils, paint, nuts and bolts, and the myriad of bits

and pieces used to repair broken end items. Consumables are generally

inexpensive and form the bulk of items maintained in the supply system ("The

Retail/Wholesale Supply System":7-2).
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FMS EXCESS MATERIEL RETURN - An AFMC program through which matedel

that was 3riginally acquired by an FMS customer through an FMS program and

is now excess to their needs may be returned to AFMC inventory to fill a specific

USAF nead.

FOREIGN MILITARY SALES (FMS) - That portion of US security assistance

authorized by the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, and conducted on the

basis of formal contracts or agreements between the US government and an

authorized recipient government or international organization. FMS includes

61 government-to-government sale of defense articles .or defense services, from

DOD stocks or through purchase under DOD-managed contracts, regardless of

the source of financing.

QUALITY ASSURANCE - A planned and systematic pattern of all actions

necessary to provide adequate confidence that adequate technical requirements

are established, products and services conform to established technical

requirements, and satisfactory performance is achieved.

REPARABLE - Items designed to be economically feasible for repair after

failure. Examples incluce radios, radar sets, landing gear, and other high value

items ("The Retail/Wholesale Supply System":7-2).
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REPORT OF DISCREPANCY (ROD) - Standard Form (SF) 364 "Report of

Discrepancy" used by a customer to report a discrepancy in an item or service

supplied by the USAF; information requirad includes descr'"tion of discrepancy,

circumstances associated with it, and resolution recommendations.

SECURITY ASSISTANCE - A group of programs authorized by the Foreign

Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, and the Arms Export Control Act of 1976,

as amended, or other related statues by which the US provides defense articles,

military training, and other defense-related services, by grant, loan, credit, or

cash sales in furtherance of national policies and objectives.

THIRD PARTY TRANSFER - Transfer of materiel of US origin from one FMS

customer to another. Those transfers are not FMS transactions. They are

country-to-country agreements between the two customers involved. Third party

transfers must be approved by the US Secretary of State.

USAF TECHNICAL ORDER (TO) - A manual developed for use by USAF

activities in the operation and maintenance of USAF wr,apon systems and

equipment.
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A2o1endix B: List of Interviewed Pe[rsonnel

AFSAC Personnel

Mr Richard Brusky, Worldwide Warehouse Program Manager, Air Force Security

Assislance Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 15 Oct 1993 -

1 Aug 1994.

NAMSA Personnel

Mr Serge Grenier, Quality Control Engineer, NAMSA Quality Assurance

Division, NATO Maintenance and Supply Agency, Capellen, Luxembourg.

27 Jun 1994.

Mr Timothy B. Russell, Chief, Supply Branch, Special Projects Programme

Office, NATO Maintenance and Supply Agency, Capellen, Luxembourg.

27 Jun 1994.

.Rgyal Norwegian Air Force Personnel

Mr Frank Martinsen, Quality Inspector, Materiel Command, Royal Norwegian Air

Force, Kjeller, Norway. 1 Jul 94.

Lt Col Almar Nyborg, Head of the Materiel Management Branch, Materiel

Command, Royal Norwegian Air Force, Kjeller, Norway. 1 Jul 94.

Mr Paul Paulsen, Ghief Quality Inspector, Materiel Command, Royal Norwegian

Air Fcrce, Kjeller, Norway. 1 Jul 94.
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Mr Kare Westby, Quality Inspector, Materiel Command, Royal Norwegian Air

Force, Kjeller, Norway. 1 Jul 94.
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Ap"endix C: Ust of Inte iew Questions

AFSAC Que.tions

1. What is the Worldwide Warehouse concept?

2. What are the details concerning the planned Worldwide Warehouse

operations?

3. What are the quality control issues which might impact Worldwide

Warehouse operations?

4. What role do you envision ISO 9000 playing in Worldwide Warehouse qual',ty

control procedures?

5. Are there any programs currently in existence which are similar in concept to

the Worldwide Warehouse?

6. Are there any future Worldwide Warehouse .ustomers which, based on

experience, might have insight into the pros and cons of ISO 9000?

NAMSA Question§

1. How does SHARE compare to the Worldwide Warehouse?

2. Does ISO 9000 play a significant role in Functional Directive 222's quality

assurance program?

3. What specific quality assurance procedures are emp!ovAd by Functional

Directive 222?

4. How important is ISO 9000 to these procedures?
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Royal Norwegian Air Force Questions

1. Is your depot ISO 9000 certified?

2. What is involved in the preparation necessary to achieve ISO 9000?

3. Based on your understanding of the Worldwide Warehouse and ISO 9000, is

it important to you that supplying nations achieve certification?

4. As a potential Worldwide Warehouse customer, what is your suggestion for

its quality assurance. procedures?

5. Is a visual inspection with problems sorted by report, of discrepancy a

satisfactory so!ution for Worldwide Warehouse quality?
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